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Bissell powerfresh slim 3-in-1 steam mop 2234e

Bissell PowerFresh Steam Mop AmazonThis steam mop is lightweight, heats up in just 30 seconds, and unlike some other models, is safe to use on hardwood floors. It has a flip-down scrubber that allows you to gently, but effectively, remove caked-on stains and food. You can customize the amount of steam it produces — low, medium, or high — and
its digital controls make operating this mop very easy. One of the nicest features you'll find on this steam mop is its water tank, which is easy to take apart, fill, and put back. Its manufacturers say you'll kill 99.9 percent of bacteria and germs and that it can be used on a variety of surfaces: hardwood, tile, laminate flooring, stone, marble, ceramic, and
linoleum. It even includes Febreze spring fragrance disks to replace stale air in your home with a fresh aroma. This steam mop comes with a two-year warranty and the overwhelming majority of reviewers (more than 9,000) only had positive experiences with this product. Please enable JS and disable any ad blocker About this item 3-in-1 steam mop
allows you to clean both on and above your floors with a fully upright steam mop, extension wand and handheld steam cleaner unit The handheld steam cleaner allows you to clean multiple areas in your home such as kitchen and bathroom sinks, countertops, stovetops, pet and children's toys, and more On board tools kit allows you to carry tools while
you clean Swivel steering to get into tight spaces and improve maneuverability around your furniture Use the wall mount for convenient storage once cleaning is complete.Full description not availableShow More Disclaimer: The price shown above includes all applicable taxes and fees. The information provided above is for reference purposes only.
Products may go out of stock and delivery estimates may change at any time. desertcart does not validate any claims made in the product descriptions above. For additional information, please contact the manufacturer or desertcart customer service. While desertcart makes reasonable efforts to only show products available in your country, some
items may be cancelled if they are prohibited for import in South Africa. For more details, please visit our Support Page. Photo Courtesy: Pixabay Keeping your home clean is crucial for your family’s well being. The floors in your home need regular cleaning to stay healthy. Regular mopping can keep your floors spotless, but you can use a steam mop
to clean without resorting to harsh chemicals. Steam mops are easy and fun to use, but there are so many to choose from. How do you find the right one? Check out these great steam mops as reviewed by consumers just like you. MORE FROM CONSUMERSEARCH.COM We purchased the Bissell PowerFresh Steam Mop so our expert reviewer could
put it to the test on the dirtiest floors she could find. Keep reading for our full product review. Do your floors need a little extra love beyond what a vacuum can do? Then you’re probably looking at steam cleaners such as the Bissell PowerFresh Steam Mop. These cleaning tools come at a wide range of prices and with a host of features, but do you
really need a high-end model with a dozen attachments? We wanted to find out if this basic model from Bissell would get the job done, so we put it to the test on the dirtiest floors we could find. Read on to find out our verdict. The Bissell PowerFresh Steam Mop was simple for us to assemble, requiring just a single screw that holds the body and
handle together. Once we plugged it in, it took only 30 seconds to start steaming. Plus, the mop comes with a fragrance disk which can be inserted into the machine to help deodorize your home. The Spruce / Brie Dyas We found the water tank very easy to refill, much easier, in fact, than some of the more expensive models we’ve reviewed. Read more
reviews of the best floor cleaning supplies available to purchase online. If you’ve used Bissell steam mops before—or even just researched them—you may notice the PowerFresh looks quite similar to the brand’s more expensive PowerFresh Lift-Off Pet Steam Mop. They’re definitely similar products, but the first is a pared-down model that affords a
lower price. It has the same scrub brush on the mop head, which folds down to help clean more visible stains, and unlike the more advanced model, it also has three settings—low, medium, and high. The Spruce / Brie Dyas The mop head on the Bissell PowerFresh Steam Mop is 12 inches wide, which is more than adequate for regular household
cleaning. We found the PowerFresh did a fair job removing dirt from the floor, especially on the higher settings. When we were done, we just removed the cleaning pad and tossed it into the washing machine. We found changing the cleaning pad to be quite easy, as an elastic band keeps it attached to the mop. The PowerFresh is one of the lightest
steam mops available, which made it easy to push around. The light design also helped us store it in the closet when we were finished. Unfortunately, there’s no way to hang the mop, so it took up some real estate on the floor. While it may not have bonus features or over-the-top power, it will keep the floors in your house clean. Take a look at other
product reviews and shop for the best flat mops available online. Arguably the best feature of the Bissell PowerFresh Steam Mop is its water tank—a removable 16-ounce bottle that clicks into the unit. It was very easy to refill, much easier, in fact, than some of the more expensive models we’ve reviewed. If you’re using the mop on its low or medium
setting, you likely won’t have to stop to refill the reservoir during your cleaning session. The Spruce / Brie Dyas The PowerFresh also has a 23-foot power cord, which gave us enough length to clean most rooms without having to change outlets. Our one design criticism is the color choice. The PowerFresh’s white plastic body will definitely end up
scuffed and scraped over time. The PowerFresh is a basic product and priced accordingly. While it may not have bonus features or over-the-top power, it will keep the floors in your house clean. Once we plugged it in, it took only 30 seconds to start steaming. The closest competition to the Bissell PowerFresh Steam Mop is the Shark Genius Steam
Pocket Mop System, which costs a bit more. They both do a fine job, but the Shark Genius boasts a “Steam Blaster” feature which is exceedingly better at cleaning heavily-trafficked floors. That said, if budget is your primary concern, you’ll find a solid product in the PowerFresh. What it lacks in power, it makes up for in convenience with the large,
refillable water tank and a super long power cord. Still can't decide on what you want? Our round-up of the best steam mops can help you find what you're looking for. Final Verdict Good for basic everyday use. If you’re looking for an inexpensive steam mop to use as part of your regular maintenance routine, you’ll be satisfied with the Bissell
PowerFresh which sacrifices bonus features to keep your floor sanitized at an affordable price. Plus, what it lacks in versatility, it certainly makes up for in efficiency with a larger-than-average water reservoir and long power cord. Image not available forColour: To view this video download Flash Player The BISSELL® PowerFresh TM Slim Steam
goes above and beyond a traditional steam cleaner - literally.The slim, lightweight design and swivel steering lets you use the power of steam cleaning when and where you need it.Glide across floors, reach up over cupboards and cabinets and get into all those awkward, 'out of the way' places where dirt and dust love to hide.The BISSELL PowerFresh
Slim Steam converts easily from an upright steam mop, to an extended-reach surface cleaner, to a portable handheld steam cleaner. Safe to use on all hard floors such as hard wood, ceramic, linoleum, granite and marble. The on-demand steam trigger allows you to dispense just the right amount of steam onto your floor. Steam clean multiple surfaces
in your home with a variety of tools that can be used universally on both the extension wand and handheld steam cleaner. This 3-in-1 steam mop is equipped with an handy tool kit so you can carry your tools while you clean. The slim design as well as its low profile and swivel steering allows you to easily manoeuver and reach into those tight spaces in
your home such as under tables, along baseboards and edges and more. Once cleaning is complete, store your steam mop on the included wall mount for your convenience.3-in-1 steam mop allows you to clean both on and above your floors converting from an upright steam mop to an extended reach cleaner with a portable handheld steam cleanerOnboard tool kit allows easy access to tools while cleaningLow profile and swivel steering allows you to easily maneuver and reach into tight spaces and around furnitureUse the wall mount for convenient storage once cleaning is completeThe handheld steam cleaner allows you to clean multiple areas in your home such as kitchen and bathroom sinks,
countertops, stovetops, microwaves, upholstery, pet & children's toys, and more
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